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Introduction to the new text

cussion of sea turtle nesting on St. Catherines
Island (Bishop et al., this volume). The reader
is referred to the 28th Annual Field Trip Guidebook of the Georgia Geological Society for the
original text. Reference is Georgia Geological
Society Guidebooks, v. 13, no. 1, November
1993.

This text has been modified from a fieldguide text prepared by numerous authors, under
the auspices of the Georgia Geological Society
(GGS) for the November 1993 annual field trip
of the GGS. Editors of the volume were Kathleen M. Ferrell, Charles W. Hoffman, and Vernon J. Henry, Jr. Contributors included Fredric
L. Pirkle, John G. Reynolds, E.C. Pirkle, Nancy
A. Brannen, Gale A. Bishop, James J. Darrell II,
Fredrick J. Rich, Stephen V. Cofer-Shabica, and
Charlotte Fries. Some of these authors have
passed, others have retired; the work they advanced in 1993 continues to have significance,
and this volume is a tribute to those who have
gone before, as well as to those who continue to perform research on the Georgia coast.
Editing of content has been done to make
this text more applicable to the present effort
so, for example, detailed descriptions of Reids
and Bells Bluffs do not appear in this volume
because this trip will not visit them. Other portions of the text have been modified, but without
the common use of italics or quotation marks,
as these would have made the text difficult to
read. Authors of the original text are identified
in the title of the contribution. Some portions
are altogether new, as is the case with the dis-

Introduction (original authors V.J.
Henry and K. Farrell)

The purpose of the 1993 field trip was to
compare the geomorphic features and sedimentary facies of Cumberland Island, Georgia, and
its backbarrier regions. The 1993 trip and the
current trip include discussions of: 1) modern
barrier island facies, geomorphology, and processes; 2) the relationship these have with the
origin of barrier-associated facies in Pleistocene deposits; 3) the significance and origin of
Ophiomorpha nodosa, a shoreline indicator; 4)
the ages of Pleistocene deposits; 5) the relationship that barrier island processes have on the
development of economic heavy mineral deposits; and 6) the relationships that exist among
Georgia’s barrier islands and the threatened loggerhead sea turtle.
The field trip originates in St. Marys,
Georgia, and includes localities on Cumberland
1

A regional overview of the geology of
barrier complexes near Cumberland
Island, Georgia (original authors V.J.
Henry, K. Farrell, and S. Cofer-Shabica)

Island, Georgia. This one day trip consists of a
walking tour of the southern end of Cumberland Island, a Pleistocene/Holocene-age barrier
complex.
The tour of Cumberland Island will
demonstrate the distribution of modern geomorphic features, including backbarrier salt
marsh, tidal channel, tidal flat and point bar
environments as well as the dunes, beach ridges, and beaches that are typically associated
with sandy barrier complexes. Discussions will
focus on the dynamic processes of shoreline
change, as well as lithologic, mineralogic, and
biogenic attributes of beaches and dunes. Facies
relationships of a commonly neglected coastal
environment, the muddy backbarrier region,
were extensively discussed in 1993, but will not
appear as part of the current effort. A review
of the taxonomy, occurrence, and life habits of
the Carolinian ghost shrimp (formerly Callianassa, now Callichirus) will be provided. The
occurrence of nesting traces of the loggerhead
sea turtle (Caretta carreta Linneaus) will be discussed in some detail. Archaeological aspects
of Cumberland Island and vegetation patterns
on Cumberland and other Georgia barrier islands will also be discussed as appropriate.
A number of authors contributed to the
original volume that this guidebook is derived
from. Current authors continue to build on
the voluminous literature that exists for modern and ancient environments of the Georgia
Coast. References presented at the end of each
contribution in the original volume have been
condensed, as appropriate, in the current volume. Because we will not visit Reids and Bells
Bluffs, as was originally done, those references have mostly been deleted. New references
to the erosional characteristics of the Georgia
Coast, and the ecology of the loggerhead sea
turtle do appear, however, whereas at the time
of the original publication that information did
not exist.

Regional Geomorphology
Cumberland Island is an elongate,
north-trending barrier island and the southern-most of Georgia’s Sea Islands. It is separated from Amelia Island, Florida, by St. Mary’s
Sound and from Jekyll Island by St. Andrew’s
Sound (Figure 1, this volume). The sounds
function as major tidal inlets that connect the
Atlantic Ocean with the St. Marys River, the
Satilla River, and Cumberland River. The St.
Marys and Satilla Rivers are west-to-east flowing, small-scale estuaries with meandering
channels. The larger Cumberland River occurs
landward of Cumberland Island and parallels
it as part of the Intracoastal Waterway. These
estuaries are connected with numerous tidal
creeks that dissect the extensive salt marshes in
the backbarrier regions. Tidal flats, point bars
and creek banks are exposed at low water in and
along these tidal channels.
The lower Coastal Plain of Georgia can
be summarized, from east to west, as a series of
successively older Holocene-Pleistocene barrier
island complexes (Huddlestun, 1988). Figures
1A and 1B show the six Pleistocene shoreline
complexes and the Holocene shoreline complex
as they appear in southeast Georgia. There is
also a schematic cross-section through the area
(Figure 1C) that is modified from Hails and
Hoyt (1969). This shows the stair-step topography of the Georgia Coastal Plain that developed as successively younger and lower barrier complexes were left stranded on the coastal
plain during development of successive transgressive and regressive events, and as the likely
consequence of regional structural deformation
(Bartholomew and Rich, 2012). This figure also
2

Figure 1. A. Quarternary shoreline ridges on the Georgia coastal plain; B. Holocene and Pleistocene components of the Georgia Barrier Islands; C. Cross-sectional view of the coastal plain,
illustrating the facies relationships of the barrier sands and the intervening muddy lagoonal
facies (after Hails and Hoyt, 1969).
shows generalized geomorphic relationships
that exist between each sand-rich barrier island,
and the intervening muddy, lagoonal-marsh
deposits. Table 1 illustrates the elevations above
mean sea level (MSL) for each shoreline complex as it developed during the Pleistocene. On
this fieldtrip we will view the latest Pleistocene
Silver Bluff complex, as it is preserved on Cumberland Island, and the more recent Holocene
deposits that constitute the modern shoreline.
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Stratigraphic nomenclature
Huddleston (1988) reviewed the stratigraphic nomenclature for the Coastal Plain of
Georgia. Because deposits of various ages are
lithologically inseparable, he includes the Pamlico, Princess Anne, and Silver Bluff Formation
of Hails and Hoyt (1969) and Holocene deposits as part of the Satilla Formation of Veatch and
Stephenson (1911). The Satilla Formation is a
heterogeneous unit consisting of variably fos-

Table 1. Summary of elevations above mean sealevel (MSL) for the Georgia barrier island complexes (after Hails and Hoyt, 1969).
shoreline				elevation above MSL		age
Holocene barrier complex

0					Holocene

Silver Bluff Shoreline		1.4 m					Late Pleistocene
Princess Anne Shoreline		4.0 m					Late Pleistocene
Pamlico Shoreline			8.0 m					Pleistocene
Talbot Shoreline			12-14 m				Pleistocene
Penholoway Shoreline		21-23 m				Pleistocene
Wicomico Shoreline		29-31 m				Early Pleistocene
siliferous shelly sands, sands, and clays of shelf,
backbarrier, and barrier island origin, as interpreted by Huddlestun (1988). Thus, Cumberland Island and its backbarrier salt marsh are
underlain by the Satilla Formation. Exposures
of the Pamlico shoreline at Roses, Bells, and Reids Bluffs are reference localities for the Satilla Formation. We will not see those exposures
on this fieldtrip, but they are readily accessible
from the St. Marys River if one travels upstream
from the St. Marys waterfront and looks for a
high-standing bank on the Florida shoreline,
filled with fossils.

MSL.

Amino acid ratios on shell material from
the Silver Bluff shoreline of Sea Island, GA, once
suggested a time of deposition of about 100,000
years before present (J. Wehmiller, personal
communication to F. Rich, 1993, 1996). More
about this is discussed below. This Pleistocene
core was reactivated during the Holocene so
that it is now enlarged, heightened, and fringed
with Holocene dunes and beach ridges, as well
as an extensive backbarrier salt marsh.
The next landward and older Pleistocene
shoreline is the Princess Anne shoreline complex, associated with a high stand of approximately 4 m above MSL. “Lagoonal-marsh”
deposits of Holocene age extend between the
compound Cumberland Island barrier and the
Princess Anne barrier assemblages. Facies attributes of Holocene depositional environments
associated with barrier complexes are summarized in Frey (1973) and Howard et al. (1980).
The lagoonal marsh deposits of Holocene age
include saltmarsh, estuarine and tidal creek de-

Holocene/Silverbluff Shoreline complex
The geomorphic relationships of Cumberland Island have been described by Martinez (1980) and McLemore et al. (1981). Cumberland Island is a complex barrier consisting
of both Pleistocene and Holocene deposits. The
core of the island consists of the Pleistocene Silver Bluff shoreline and is associated with a sea
level highstand of approximately 1.8 m above
4

posits. The backbarrier deposits underlie a salt through this barrier complex (Figure 2). All
marsh with a surface elevation of about 1.5 m these exposures lie upstream of the town of St.
above MSL.
Marys, and on the Florida side of the stream.
Many previous workers (Pirkle et al., 1984; KusSubsurface geology at Cumberland
sel and Jones, 1986) believe that, for several reaIsland
sons, the Yulee Ridges of northeastern Florida
As a result of previous studies (Martinez, formed as part of the Pamlico barrier complex,
1980; McLemore et al. 1981) the subsurface ge- and are not part of some other paleobarrier. For
ology of Cumberland Island was determined example, we see the following: 1) the toe of the
from a series of cross-sections constructed from elevation of surficial ridges is about 25 ft (8 m)
both well borings and from seismic lines. The above present sea level and is consistant with
island is underlain by Pleistocene and Holocene this origin; 2) numerous occurrences of fossil
deposits that overlie a “basement” of middle burrows of the marine thalassinoid decapod,
Pliocene deposits. The following summary is Callichirus (e.g. Ophiomorpha nodosa), inditaken from McLemore et al. (1981).
cate a sea level of at least 8 m above MSL; 3) the
Deposits of Pleistocene age are predomi- highest elevation of the highest burrows is also
nantly composed of sand, clayey sand and san- about 8 m above MSL. Hails and Hoyt (1969)
dy clay consisting of sediments derived from suggested a date of 110,000 years BP for Bells
barrier island facies as well as a backbarrier Bluff, based on regional correlations. Recently
unit. The barrier island facies is characterized obtained radiometric dates of wood and shells
by fine clean sand, whereas the backbarrier stra- from Reids Bluff indicate a younger, late Pleista are represented by more clayey units. Holo- tocene age of about 25,000 to > 38,000, howevcene or Recent sediments include those depos- er. These dates were derived by scintillometer
ited between 25,000 years ago and the present. technology. In July, 2011, the sample that yieldThe seaward side of Cumberland Island began ed the >38,000 years BP date was redated using
forming about 5,000 years before present (BP), atomic mass spectrometry; the wood sample
during the Holocene transgression. As this Ho- had been kept in refrigeration for the intervenlocene system gradually advanced landward as ing years. The new date came in at >43,500 YBP
a result of rising sealevel, it grew attached to the (Beta-301, 590) and validates the much earlier
older Silver Bluff shoreline, and became a part scintillometer date as both dates were beyond
of the island.
the scope of radiocarbon technology (Pirkle et
Cumberland Island is, thus, a composite al., 2013). Amino acid ratios on mollusks
of Holocene and older Pleistocene barrier island from Reids Bluff suggest that the fossiliferous
complexes. This is also true of St. Catherines unit is at least 250,000 years in age (Wehmiller et
Island, and all other islands south of Wassaw Is- al., 1988). With improved understanding of the
land (Figure 1B).
amino acid ratio dating technique, the 250,000year age has been questioned (Wehmiller et al.,
Pamlico paleobarrier
1997). More recent analyses of “very well preThe Pamlico paleobarrier is associated served” Mercenaria shells from the Jones Girls
with a high stand in sea level of approximately site on Skidaway Island (a putative Silver Bluff
8 m (Figure 1C). Reids, Roses and Bells Bluffs shoreline deposit) yielded amino acid ages of
expose segments of the Pamlico paleobarrier 100,000 years BP (Wehmiller, personal comin Florida, and occur as cross-sectional profiles munication to F. Rich, 1996), yet Wehmiller et
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al. (1997) acknowledge that thermal ionization
mass spectrometric (TIMS) dates determined
from two “carefully cleaned” corals from the
same site produced ages between 72 and 86
thousand years.
In 2003, two independent attempts were
made to use optically stimulated luminescence
(OSL) to date the bluff deposits. In May, 2003,
Steve Foreman collected four samples from Reids Bluff for OSL dating at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and in October of the same
year Tracy Zayac, then employed by Gannett
Fleming Inc., collected two samples from Reids
Bluff and one from Bells Bluff for OSL dating
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. J. Bartholomew (personal communication) reported
the samples analyzed at the University of Illinois
at Chicago indicated the sampled sediments
may not have been completely “bleached” before burial, making OSL an unsuitable method for age dating. Ronald Goble reported the
three samples processed and analyzed by the
University of Nebraska –Lincoln were also inconclusive, as the electron traps showed saturation (Pirkle et al., 2007). Both sets of samples
collected from the bluffs showed saturation of
the electron traps, thus yielding infinite luminescence ages. These results suggested that OSL
is not a suitable technique for dating sediments
at these bluffs.

land of Cumberland Island, and very clearly
preserve the remains of shoreline mollusk communities, including oysters (Ostrea) and clams
(Mercenaria) whose shells are articulated and
have remained undisturbed since they accumulated. Additionally, upright stumps of cypress
trees (Taxodium) can be found at current river
level, beneath the layers of clams and oysters.
It is quite clear that remarkable environmental
changes have occurred since the cypress trees
grew at this site, and a brief history of the site
and the geochronological challenges it has presented are given here.
The age of the deposits at Reids and Bells
Bluffs has been a matter of conjecture for a number of years. Huddleston (1988) provides a relatively recent analysis wherein he reintroduces,
redefines, and revises the concept of the Satilla
Formation that he considers to be of late Pleistocene age. In Huddlestun’s scheme, the “Satilla
Formation… includes the Pamlico Formation
of Cooke (1943); the Pamlico; Princess Anne
and Silver Bluff formations of Hails and Hoyt
(1969); and the Pamlico, Princess Anne, Silver
Bluff shoreline complexes of Mann (Georgia
Geological Survey, 1976)”. In other words, the
Satilla Formation includes the lower four beach
ridge and swale complexes that are familiar to
those people who work on the Outer Coastal
Plain of Georgia. These have been mapped by
a number of individuals, but perhaps are most
clearly shown on the map entitled Georgia’s
Coast – Wetlands and Geologic Resources, printed by the Georgia Dept. of Natural Resources
(1976). According to Huddleston, “The best and
most instructive exposures of the Satilla Formation in the type area are at Roses and Bells Bluffs
along the Bells River, a tidal distributary of the
St. Marys River, and at Reids Bluff on the lower St. Marys River…These bluffs are all in Nassau County, Florida, across the St. Marys River
from St. Marys, Georgia. Roses and Bells Bluffs,
which form one continuous bluff, and Reids

Additional recent modifications in geochronological interpretation of Reids
and Bells Bluffs, i.e., the Pamlico paleobarrier (new text by F. Pirkle and F.
Rich)
Several geochronological methods have
been used to determine the ages of strata at Reid’s and Bells Bluffs, located just upstream on
the St. Marys River from Cumberland Island
(e.g., Rich and Pirkle, 1993). The bluffs lie in6

Figure 2. A class of teachers visiting the Reids Bluff location. The river is the St. Mary’s River,
and is at sea level. Teachers stand at the elevation of the lowest level of cypress trees exposed at
the bluff.
Bluff are here designated reference localities of
the Satilla Formation.”
Markewich et al. (1992) take some issue
with the “single formation” concept proposed
by Huddlestun (interestingly, Huddlestun is
one of the authors on that paper). The actual
stratigraphic assignment of the lower four beach
ridge and swale complexes on the Georgia coast
remains to be determined to everyone’s satisefaction. In any case, Huddlestun, based upon
his correlation of the strata at Reids Bluff with
the Satilla Formation, considers the Reids Bluff
sediments to be of late Pleistocene and Holocene age. Seven samples of organic material
were collected by Pirkle and Rich between 1987
and 1992 and were radiometrically dated. The
results are shown in Table 2.
The range of ages for all samples from
Reids and Bells Bluffs leads to a number of con-

clusions, as follow:
1) The dates indicate that the deposits are of late
Pleistocene age. Different mollusk genera and
wood samples from different locations on the
bluffs represent a reasonably broad sampling of
materials. The ages obtained for these samples
offer a strong argument for a late Pleistocene
age for the sediments exposed at the bluffs.
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2) Another significant interpretation drawn
from the range of ages of the trees is that the
“cypress forest” is actually “cypress forests”.
The ages of the trees range from > 38,130 to
25,830±373 years before present (YBP, as determined by radiocarbon scintillometry), so for
at least 12,000 years trees grew at the site. At
first glance one might be able to see only one
horizon of trees at Reids Bluff, but upon closer

marine mollusk assemblage, including Anatina,
Dinocardium, and Polinices. The Mercenaria
site, by contrast, looks more like a brackish lagoon or salt marsh deposit, where large articulated clams lie mingled with large, articulated
oysters. The blue clayey matrix that encloses
the shells is, furthermore, the type of sediment
one might expect to see accumulating in such
an environment. It appears reasonable to assume that the Bells and Reids Bluff assemblages
may represent different mollusk-bearing facies
which lay on a shoreline which had advanced
landward and over the tops of the oldest trees

investigation it appears that the stumps actually
occupy at least two horizons (each with its own
paleosol). This interpretation is consistent with
the range of ages determined for the trees by
radiocarbon analysis. Evidently, a sequence of
forests grew at this site during the late Pleistocene.
3) The Anadara shells from Bells Bluff are
approximately the same age as the Mercenaria shells from Reids Bluff (37,395±2155 and
36,030±610, respectively). The Anadara site lies
seaward of Reids Bluff, and contains a normal

Table 2. Radiometric dates of samples collected at Reids Bluff
Sample ID Location		

Dating lab* Sample material		

C14 date YBP

R-1 		
Reids Bluff		
UGA		
charcoal and 		
405±55
							charwood 3-3.6 m
							below land surface
X-1		Reids Bluff		UGA		wood, pulpy wood,		34,290±155
							from the base of
							the bluff
Mercenaria Reids Bluff		
Beta		
shell from layer		
36,030±610
							just above the
							trees, ~ 2 m above
							river level
Taxodium Reids Bluff		
Beta		
stump at river level		
>38,130
Reids Bluff Reids Bluff		
UGA		
wood collected ~ 1		
Newsom						m above base of
							bluff
Reids Bluff Reids Bluff		
UGA		
wood from ~ 3.1		
2nd upper						m above base of
tree							bluff

29,222±597

Anadara
Bells Bluff		
UGA		
sample from fossil		
							lens just above
							river level

37,395±2155

25,830±373

* UGA is the Center for Applied Isotope Studies at the University of Georgia, Beta is Beta Analytic, Inc., Miami, FL
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Recent geomorphic history of Cumberland
Island
Griffin and Henry (1984) summarized
the recent geomorphic history of Cumberland
Island for the period 1957-1982. For the most
part, the ocean side of Cumberland experienced a net accretion in a seaward direction for
the period 1857/1868-1974 (Figures 3A and B).
The north central strand, as well as several small
areas, did, however, experience net erosion
during the same period. The southern tip of
Cumberland, as well as the northern extension
of Amelia Island accreted in a seaward direction on the oceanside for the period 1857-1982,
probably in response to the construction of a
pair of jetties in 1881 by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers. Jetty construction apparently reversed an earlier trend of shoreline retreat in
the immediate area, but may have promoted

at Reids Bluff. The Anadara assemblage would
represent the shoreface community, and the
Mercenaria assemblage would represent the
back-barrier or back-beach community.
In the interest of validating the accuracy
of dates that were published in the original version of this field guide, additional samples were
collected and dated; the results are presented in
Pirkle et al. (2013). Three articulated oysters
from Reids Bluff were dated by Beta Analytic,
and provided dates of >47,100 YBP,
> 46,500 YBP, and >47,100 YBP.
New data compiled from sediment analyses of strata from St. Catherines Island indicate that the longevity of coastal maritime
forests at Reid’s Bluff is not unique. Sediment
cores retrieved from a site known informally as
Northwest Marsh have produced both pollen
microfossil (palynological) assemblages, and
radiocarbon (AMS) dates that bear on the natural history of the island. At 140 cm depth, an
intact wood sample from the Northwest Marsh
core yielded an age of 3020±30 YBP. At 300 cm
depth, an intact wood sample produced an age
of 23,260±90 YBP. Both dates were determined
by Beta Analytic, Inc.
The significance of the dates, and their
relationship to the palynological analysis of the
sediments is that the palynological interpretation of the environment of deposition suggests
that it was maritime forest, with a substantial
contribution from Carya (hickory), and other elements of upland communities. Samples
from as deep as 550 cm, which is probably well
beyond the resolution of radiocarbon dating,
illustrate the presence of a nearshore/coastal plain mixed hardwood/conifer woodland at
that time. It seems clear that coastal woodlands
have been a part of the Georgia coast for a very
long time, and that they stood where shoreline
communities are now dominant.
9

Figure 3A. Little Cumberland/North Cumberland Island Mean High Water Shoreline
Change, 1868-1982 (from Griffin and Henry,
1984)

oaks create a dense canopy under which grows
a thick under-story of palmetto and several species of shrubs (Figure 4). Deer, squirrel, raccoons, wild turkey, armadillo, and many species
of songbirds depend on the maritime forest for
food and shelter.
At its eastern boundary the maritime forest
abuts the dune system. In some places shifting dunes are encroaching on the forest. Live
oaks growing in this transition zone are twisted and pruned by salt-laden winds blowing off
the ocean. A waxy cellulose cover protects the
leaves from salt spray, sun-scald, and even occasional freezes. Old leaves drop off in the spring,
as new leaves emerge, so that the entire tree is
never without greenery, hence the name “live”
oak. During the Colonial period and continuing into the early 20th Century the live oaks
of Cumberland Island’s maritime forest were
harvested for ship building timber. During
Figure 3B. Central/South Cumberland Island the winter months, crews of laborers and shipwrights from Massachusetts would take up resMean High Water Shoreline Change, 1868idence in temporary-camps on the island. The
1982 (from Griffin and Henry, 1984)
cut timbers were generally shipped north to
backbarrier erosion. Shorelines in backbarrier naval yards for the construction and repair of
regions landward of St. Marys Entrance have re- America’s wooden-hulled fleet of ships.
treated during the interval 1857-1982, causing
the estuaries and tidal creeks to widen and/or Ocean shoreline changes (original aumigrate laterally. This topic is discussed further thor S. Cofer-Shabica)
in this guidebook.
The information that follows (including
text and table) is taken from Volume I: Main
Maritime forest (original author C. Text and Appendix A of the Kings Bay Coastal
Estuarine Physical Monitoring and Evaluation
Fries)
Cumberland Island, the largest and Program: Coastal Studies prepared by the U.S
southernmost of the Georgia barrier islands, Army Corps of Engineers, Waterways Experisupports a variety of wildlife and plant com- ment Station, N.C. Kraus, L.Y Gorman, and J.
munities. Primary habitats include salt marsh, Pope, editors, for the U.S. Department of the
maritime forest, freshwater wetlands, and eigh- Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations,
teen miles (~11 km) of pristine beach and 1993, and Cofer-Shabica et al. (1997).
The magnitude and direction of shoreline
dunes. Covering sixty percent of the island, the
maritime forest is the dominant plant commu- position change were evaluated for Cumbernity of the uplands. Spanish moss-draped live land Island using six different surveys (1857/70,
10

Figure 4. Maritime forest near the south end of Cumberland Island
1924, 1933, 1957, 1973/74, 1991). Although a
number of significant changes in shoreline position are identified for local areas of the study
region, the dominant trend for all time periods
is relative stability or a slight progradation for
the Cumberland barrier island system (Figures
3A and 3B). The greatest amount of change occurred between 1857/70 and 1924, apparently
in response to jetty construction.
Cumulative and incremental changes in
position of the high-water shoreline were calculated to estimate historical trends for Cumberland Island. Table 3 illustrates the magnitude
and direction of the rate of change for Cumberland Island, indicating shoreline progradation
for all time periods relative to the 1857/70 survey. Net shoreline advance predominates at an
average rate of 1.5m/year for the period 1857/70
to 1991. In fact, all combinations within the
change matrix for Cumberland Island (Table 3)
show average coastal progradation for the 134-

year period. Only small sections of Cumberland Island exhibit retreat for any time interval,
resulting in lower variability. However, because
the number of points sampled was large for each
shoreline (calculated at 50-m intervals), the 95
percent confidence limit was relatively small.
This suggests that the computed sample mean
provides a reasonable estimate of the population mean for the shoreline.
The overall trend in cumulative shoreline position change for Cumberland Island is
similar throughout, although the magnitude of
change varies. Minor deviations in trend are
associated with change rates for Cumberland
Island (except for a slight increase in shoreline progradation to 1957), although the rate
of shoreline advance for the entire time period
is lower than any other historical time interval.
The fact that the rate of shoreline change has remained relatively constant and progradational
indicates a surplus in sand supply to the sub11

Table 3. Average shoreline position change for Cumberland Island, 1857-1973 (from
Cofer-Shabica, 1993)
Year			1924		1933		1957		1973		1991
1857-70		1.61		1.6		1.8		1.7		1.5
			2.32		2.4		2.1		2.0		1.9
			0.23		0.2		0.2		0.2		0.2
			24.44		24.7		24.8		24.8		24.8
1924					0.5		1.8		1.6		1.2
					4.6		2.4		2.4		2.3
					0.4		0.2		0.2		0.2
					24.95		24.95		24.95		24.95
1933							2.3		1.8		1.3
							2.4		2.5		2.4
							0.2		0.2		0.2
							25.4		25.45		25.45
1957									1.4		0.8
									3.5		2.9
									0.3		0.3
									25.8		25.9
1973											0.1
											3.3
											0.3
											26.2
1 average shoreline change rate, m/yr
2 sample standard deviation, ± m/yr
3 95% confidence limit, ± m/yr
4 length of analyzed shoreline, km

aerial beach. The southern half of Cumberland
Island exhibits shoreline progradation between
1857/70 and 1924. Two areas of substantial
change include the northern coast of the Cumberland Embayment and the southern prograding shoreline near the jetty. Figures 3A and B
illustrate historical shoreline response for central Cumberland Island (the northern half of
the Cumberland Embayment and the southern
4 km of the Stafford Shoal morphologic compartments) where accretion of sand on the subaerial beach caused shoreline advance for most
of the area. Only the northern 2 km of coast
in this area have experienced shoreline retreat
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since 1870, and this occurred after the 1957 survey. Just south of this zone of erosion is a 2-km
reach of rapid shoreline progradation. Most of
the change recorded for this area occurred between 1870 and 1924. However, this zone of accretion continued to prograde to the south and
east between 1924 and 1991 at a slower rate. The
shorelines adjacent to St. Marys Entrance show
the greatest amount of change for the area. The
rate of shoreline advance peaked in 1924 and
1933; however, it has decreased since that time.
The progradation of South Point to the
west since 1988 has resulted in the formation of
a complex barrier spit and interior, back-barri-

er marsh (Figures 5 and 6). This supports the
earlier conclusion (Cofer-Shabica et al., 1997)
that there has been a lack of impact of channel
dredging on the near jetty, inlet region of Cumberland Island. Those figures also demonstrate
the progradation of a well-developed fore-beach
swale along the seaward shoreline of southern
Cumberland Island. This does not appear to be
related to the jetties, but to a stable sediment
supply and an absence of sub-tropical and tropical storm activity.
Potential error estimates were calculated
to gauge the significance of shoreline change
measurements. In most cases, measurements
of change exceeded potential errors; however,
in some cases areas showing small amounts of
change over short time intervals were considered insignificant. Four primary results can be
used to summarize the findings of the historical
shoreline change study. First, average long-term
shoreline position change is net progradational
for the Cumberland barrier island systems. In
other words, the magnitude of shoreline advance exceeded retreat for the study. Second,
two areas of substantial shoreline movement
were identified for the area, the northern margin
of the Cumberland Embayment and southern
area. Between 1857-70 and 1991, Cumberland
Island prograded at a net rate 1.5 m/year. Cumberland Island at the jetty shows large shoreline
advances since 1857/70.

man, 1993) with two sets of higher-range spring
tides and two sets of lower-range neap tides per
lunar month. The Georgia coast is characterized by low wave energy regimes (normal summer wave heights ~ .25 m) dissipated on barrier
island beaches. Transfer of sand by wind is a
significant process, particularly because of the
wide beaches and extensive ebb deltas exposed
during low tides. Major modifications of the
shore are made during short but intense storms,
which may include occasional hurricanes, but
typically include storm systems that generate
intense northeasterly winds, called nor’easters.
Nor’easters periodically occur throughout the
year and, particularly during the Fall and Winter. When combined with high spring tides,
these storms can rapidly rework the sediment
of the beach and erode a prominent scarp at the
back of the beach. This may erase, or “reset” the
physical and biological sedimentary structures
generated during intervals between storms (i.e.,
“during normal sedimentation”).
These processes give rise to beaches
which are typically 100-150 m wide with a 1-2°
seaward slope. The beach can be subdivided by

The beach (original authors J. Darrell,
N. Brannen, and G. Bishop)
Introduction
Beaches on Georgia’s Barrier Islands are
dynamic systems dominated by tides with moderating effects of organisms, waves, and winds.
Tidal energy is generated by an average tidal Figure 5. South Point, Cumberland Island,
range of ~2-3 m during the semidiurnal tides and mouth of the St. Marys River, 1988. Pho(two highs and two lows each lunar day; Thur- to courtesy National Park Service and NASA,
1990.
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eroding into inactive sediment underlying the
beach and typically forming a backbeach scarp
on high areas and washover or washin fans on
low areas. Basic sedimentary structures of the
storm event are horizontally laminated quartz
sand interlaminated with heavy-mineral sands.
A basal heavy-mineral sand 10 to 25 cm thick
is often found at the back of the beach and in
a 7-10 m wide band at the base of the active
storm beach along the base of scarps and bluffs
(Pirkle, et al., 2012). Washover fans form in
areas backed by marshes, and often exhibit reverse density sorting resulting in a basal layer
of quartz sand overlain by black heavy-mineral
sand. In the intervals between storms or high
spring tides, the backbeach is rapidly modified
by wind-dominated processes which result in
the construction of secondary dunes and wind
ripples accentuated by sorting of quartz sand
from the heavy minerals (Howard et al., 1972).
These processes result in festoon type crossbedding, cross laminations on dune slip faces and
in blowouts, and small-scale ripple cross laminations. Occasional heavy rains erode the
backbeach and form a series of rills that may
result in minor discontinuities (scour and fill
structures) in the beach laminations.
Biogenic sedimentary structures commonly seen on the backbeach are ubiquitous,
as ghost crab (Ocypode quadrata) burrows,
abundant game trails, and various trackways of
foraging insects and vertebrates, including raccoons, pigs, alligators, and river otters, as well
as various birds and occasional deer are superimposed on the beach sand. Seasonal visitors
to the backbeach include nesting loggerhead
sea turtles and diamondback terrapins. Loggerhead sea turtles produce crawlways, large-scale
disturbed nesting structures, consisting of body
pits, small vertical urn-shaped egg chambers,
covering pits, and their hatchlings produce
small scale crawlways (Bishop, et al., 2011; see
below).

Figure 6. Southern tip of Cumberland Island;
note interior back barrier marsh on the western margin.
the line of demarcation of the latest high tide
line onto the backshore, lying above high tide
line, and the foreshore, lying below the high tide
line. The area of the backshore can be termed
the backbeach and that of the foreshore, the
forebeach. The high tide line moves higher
onto the beach with spring tides and lower with
neap tides.
Lying behind the beach may be accretionary dune ridge systems (Figure 7), Pleistocene deposits vegetated by mixed maritme
forest, or marsh meadows. Bluffs are commonly developed along high standing sections of
beaches, spits, or berms along low areas. Abundant washover fans are deposited in low areas
by storms occurring during spring tides. Erosive areas that are forested develop prominent
areas of skeletal trees on the beach, which are
called boneyards. Below low tide level the sediment is constantly being bioturbated by organisms characterized by burrowing crustaceans,
bivalves, gastropods, crabs, and fish.
The backbeach
The backbeach typically consists of a
complex of sediments deposited by the most recent storm event which leaves its signature by
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dominant megarippled structures on the sound
side of fronting shoals and ebb deltas.
Biogenic sedimentary structures commonly seen on the forebeach are ubiquitous
ghost shrimp burrow openings (at mid-tide
level and below) and a plethora of trails of sand
dollars and snails, gastropods, and burrows of
tube-secreting worms (some tubes are made
of cemented sand), stomatopods, polychaete
worms and a host of transient organisms which
include crabs, flounder, sting rays, etc. (Frey
and Howard, 1972). Amphipods are important
bioturbators and constantly rework beach sediment, causing internal lamination to become
diffuse (Howard and Elders, 1970).
Carolinian ghost shrimp (Callichirus major) burrows on open beaches are found from
about mid-tide level to below low tide-level,
normally reaching their most abundant density (ca. 40 burrows/square meter) at just below
mid-tide level. Each burrow consists of an upper, small-diameter vertical aperture from 5 to
25 cm long that transects the active beach and
connects with a larger diameter burrow shaft
which is lined with fecal mud and penetrates
the sediment beneath the active forebeach to
depths of 3-5 m. These burrows are characteristically 1-2 cm in diameter and, being lined with
fecal mud from within, develop a knobby exterior as clay is packed into the sand to stabilize it,
resulting in traces that fossilize into “corn cob”
burrows, named Ophiomorpha.

Figure 7. The beach and dune field toward the
southern end of Cumberland Island
The forebeach
The forebeach typically consists of a complex of sediment redeposited by the most recent
storm event and sorted daily by wave swash on
flood and ebb tides. The resulting sediments
consist predominantly of quartz sand interlaminated with thin laminae of heavy minerals, all
dipping seaward at 1-2° and then, on the lower foreshore, these become more nearly level
and more rippled. Sand “ridges” often advance
onto the foreshore from oceanward, giving rise
to prominent beach ridge and runnel systems.
Ridge and runnel systems produce typical seaward-facing crossbed sets developed as the
sand ridge advances onto the beach. Repeated
migration of ridges up the shoreface results in
the accretion of backbeach terraces, occasional
berms, and small-scale erosional scarps as the
terraces subsequently are eroded by spring tide
sets. Runnels, characterized by ripple marks,
are usually connected to the ocean by shallow
channels cutting across seaward ridges as local,
chaotic, scour zones. Where beach obstructions
are present, and often where they are not, complex, chaotic scour-and-fill systems may form.
Margins of sounds separating barrier islands
usually have steeper forebeaches and complex
ripple-marked tidal flats formed at mid-tide
level at corners of islands, and might include

Ecology and paleoecology of Georgia
ghost shrimp (original authors G. Bishop and N. Brannen)
Introduction
Fossorial (burrowing) thalassinidean
shrimp are among the most common macroinvertebrates in modern marine beach environments, but have seldom been studied because of
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rate new genus, or a synonym of Callianassa.
In a major systematic revision, Biffar (1971) reviewed its relationships to other callianassids of
the southeastern United States. Manning and
Felder (1986) reassigned it to Callichirus. At
this time no ghost shrimp assignable to Callianassa is found on the Georgia coast. Aspects
of the ecology of the Carolinian ghost shrimp
have been described by Lutz (1937), Pearse,
et al., (1942), Pohl (1946), Pryor (1975), Rodrigues (1976, 1983), Rodrigues and Suguio
(1984), Rodrigues et al. (1986a), Rodrigues et
al. (1986b), Rodrigues and Shimizu (1986), Williams (1984), Frey et al., (1978), and Bishop and
Bishop (1992). The Carolinian ghost shrimp
was reported to reach densities of 1,780 animals
per linear meter on South Carolina beaches
(Pohl, 1946: 75). Calculations for South Beach,
St. Catherines Island, indicate an abundance
of 400 ghost shrimp per linear meter of beach.
Carolinian ghost shrimp occur from Beaufort
Inlet, North Carolina, to Santa Catarina, Brazil
(Rodrigues, 1983).
The Georgian ghost shrimp, Biffarius
biformis, described by Biffar (1970) from the
south end of Sapelo Island, McIntosh County,
Georgia, is known to range from South Carolina to Georgia but probably has a more extensive
range. This diminutive ghost shrimp, usually
less than a centimeter in length, is commonly
found from mid-tide to low tide level in protected areas behind sand bars associated with
sound channels where it burrows shallowly into
ripple-marked, muddy, sand flats and contributes to the fluidity of the upper 30 cm of these
“quicksand” tidal flats. Populations have been
observed on the south end of Sapelo Island
(type locality), on the south end of St. Simon’s
Island, on the north end of St. Catherines Island
(this study, Bishop and Bishop, 1992), on the
Figure 8. General morphology of burrowing
northern part of the McQueen Inlet ebb delta
Thalassinoid shrimp called Ghost Shrimp
on St. Catherines Island, and at the mouth of
(modified after Bishop and Bishop 1992, fig. 2). Big Bay Creek, Edisto Island, South Carolina.
their fossorial mode of life. In the fossil record,
callianassid claws and burrows are among the
most common and abundant remains of decapod crustaceans. Research on the Carolinian
ghost shrimp (Callichirus major Say 1818) has
been conducted by us on nearby St. Catherines
Island (Figure 1B) since August 1987. This research was enlarged to include the Georgian
ghost shrimp, Biffarius biformis Biffar 1970,
when it became obvious that the burrow distributions of these two species overlapped on
beaches of the Georgia coast. Aspects of this
research on ghost shrimp (Figure 8) were previously published (Bishop and Bishop, 1992;
Pirkle et al., 2012). Carolinian ghost shrimp
are particularly pertinent to this field excursion
because a person can directly compare Recent
burrows with those preserved on Reid’s Bluff
and in much older deposits.
The Carolinian ghost shrimp was described and named Callianassa major by Say in
1818. Stimpson (1870) established a new genus,
Callichirus, with Callianassa major as its type
species. Manning and Felder (1986) reviewed
the usage of the systematics of this species, indicating that it was considered by various authors to be a subgenus of Callianassa, a sepa-
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Natural history of ghost shrimp
The Animals. The Carolinian ghost
shrimp is a medium-sized (30-100 mm) decapod crustacean adapted to its burrowing mode
of life by being elongate, dorso-ventrally flattened, cylindrical, and lightly mineralized (Figure 9). The cuticle is thin and flexible over most
of the shrimp’s body, which consists of a short
cephalothorax, appendages, and an elongate
abdomen. The abdomen consists of two very
soft and flexible segments with very reduced
pleopods used for reproduction, followed by
three more highly mineralized segments with
well-developed diaphragm-like pleopods, in
turn followed by the hardened 6th segment and
telson with attached uropods, forming a tail fan.

Figure 10. Burrow mouths of C. major consist
of small sand cones surrounding the burrow
opening.
its burrow (Pohl, 1946: 78; Bishop, 1988 and
1993; Samiratedu, personal communication,
2014). The animal apparently feeds on detritus
and particulates in mud-laden water pumped
through its burrow, or possibly farms bacteria
in the fecal pellets molding its lower burrows.
It periodically extrudes masses of rod-shaped,
cylindrical, channeled fecal pellets consisting
largely of mud containing 3-10% organic carbon (Pryor, 1975: 1246). The production of fecal pellets is copious and often results in accumulation of layers of mud in environments

	
  

Figure 9. The Carolinian ghost shrimp, Callichirus major, is about 10 cm long and sexually
dimorphic (see large claw on male). Photo
courtesy Southeastern Taxonomic Center
(SETC), South Carolina DNR.
The Carolinian ghost shrimp spends most
of its life burrowed into the sand of beaches and
sand flats fronting the open ocean or sounds.
The presence of Carolinian ghost shrimp on
a beach is indicated by burrow mouths often marked by “water spouts” or sand floods
(Figure 10) which accumulate as volcano-like
mounds ringed by extruded rod-shaped, black Figure 11. The diminutive B. biformis is about 	
  
fecal pellets composed of clay. Few observa- 1/10 the size of the larger C. major. (courtesy
tions have been made of the animal outside of SERC).
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otherwise characterized by sand-sized quartz
(Howard and Reineck, 1972: 92; Pryor, 1975).
Carolinian ghost shrimp reproduce sexually. The mechanism of sperm transfer is not
known. Visible egg masses develop internally
and are extruded throughout the summer. The
eggs hatch and the larvae enter a planktonic
existence as is indicated by their abundance in
plankton samples. Larval settlement into the
substrate is still an unknown process.
The Georgian ghost shrimp (Biffarius
biformis Biffar 1970) resembles the Carolinian
ghost shrimp but is differentiated by morphological details and by being an order of magnitude smaller (Figure 11). Ecologically the
Georgian ghost shrimp tends to inhabit lower intertidal muddy sand flats in sheltered areas associated with abundant acorn worms,
mud snails, hermit crabs, and other invertebrates. Burrows of the Georgian ghost shrimp
are smaller, shallower and found in densities
of nearly 500 burrows per square meter on St.
Catherines Island (Figure 12), forming a trace
that could be described as the trace fossil, Scolithus linearis. The distributions of Carolinian
and Georgian ghost shrimp burrows overlap
but appear to be of different depths, effectively
partitioning them from one another and their

food sources.
The Burrows. Carolinian ghost shrimp
burrows on the beach (Figure 13) consist of
three major parts: 1) a vertical upper constricted
burrow aperture, 2) a nearly vertical main shaft
of the burrow, and 3) one or more horizontal
burrow mazes (Bishop and Williams, 2005).

Figure 13. Middle portions of burrows of C.
major in eroded runnel showing large size and
corn-cob appearance.

The constricted burrow aperture is vertical, about 5 mm in diameter, usually 15-20 cm
in length (cutting through the active beach),
and opens into the main burrow shaft, which
is vertical to inclined, several meters in length,
and about 1-2 cm in diameter (Figure 14) with
periodic enlarged turnarounds and numerous horizontal and/or inclined branches. The
lowest part of the burrow system is thought to
consist of anastomosing, interconnected, horizontal tunnels. It is likely that burrows are
excavated and used as the animal’s domicile
throughout its life. Rodriguez (1983) described
a correlation between the size of the burrow
and the size of the animal inhabiting it. Felder
	
   (personal communication) has correlated the
Figure 12. The burrow openings of B. biformis number of surficial burrow apertures with the
are very tiny and reach densities of up to 480
number of burrow shafts to establish a closer
2
burrow mouths per m .
estimate of the true population density. Ghost
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abandoned or a small, inclined shunt is constructed to the beach surface (Frey et al., 1978).
The burrows of different ghost shrimp
species exhibit a wide range of morphologies
ranging from solitary burrows to communal
burrow systems (Frey et al., 1978), necessitating great caution when interpreting Holocene
and ancient data on the ecology of ghost shrimp
(e.g., the interpretation of the ecology of Callichirus major, if based on what is known about
the ecology of Callianassa californiensis, would
lead to largely erroneous conclusions). Erickson and Sanders (1991) described Pleistocene
burrows of the ghost shrimp, Callichirus major.
Figure 14. Callianassa californiensis in its burrow at a turnaround.
shrimp probably spend most of their time in the
lower part of the burrow, occasionally rising in
the shafts to eliminate sand or waste from the
burrow. In unconsolidated sand the Carolinian ghost shrimp must line its burrow with a
mucal-mud binding agent, packing mucus-laden fecal pellets into the burrow walls, thereby
building a substantial burrow wall and imprinting a knobby texture onto the exterior of the
burrow. When lithified, these burrows are assigned to the ichnogenus, Ophiomorpha. Burrow morphology varies dramatically in different
sediment types as well as interspecifically (Frey
et al., 1978). Many burrow morphologies are
constructed by a single species and similar burrow morphologies are constructed by different
species. Burrows occasionally collapse, forming chevron-like sedimentary structures in the
surrounding sediment (Frey et al., 1978) that
are topped by a crater-like collapse structure
on the beach surface. When erosional conditions scour a beach containing Carolinian ghost
shrimp burrows, the burrows may be eroded to
a level where the beach surface intersects the
main shaft of the burrows. When this occurs
the main shaft is plugged by the shrimp, and

Figure 15. Burrows interpreted to be the trace
fossil Ophiomorpha, and burrows of C. major
at Reid’s Bluff in vertical cross section. Note
camera lens cover for scale. The dark feature
to the left of the lens cover is a cypress stump.

	
  

Carolinian ghost shrimp burrows in
analogous Pleistocene ancient barrier island
sediments (Howard and Scott, 1983: 176) indicate the burrows extend 3 to 5 m into the
beach. Ancient burrows of analogous, but
not necessarily conspecific ghost shrimp from
more ancient sediments (Figure 15) preserve
similar morphologies and are assignable to the
ichnogenus Ophiomorpha but should be interpreted with extreme caution. The presence of
Ophiomorpha usually indicates the presence of
a thalassinoid burrowing shrimp, but does not
necessarily indicate a nearshore environment
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because many thalassinoids range to the edge of
the continental shelf. To emphasize this point,
consider the distribution of Callianassa subterranean (Montagu) in the North Sea (Witbaard
and Duineveld, 1989) where the maximum
density of that thallassinoid increases toward
the center of the North Sea and decreases to total absence along the shores of the North Sea.
Burrow Distribution. The density and
distribution of burrows of the Carolinian ghost
shrimp have been described by Pohl (1946),
Pryor (1975), Eric Bishop (1988), and Bishop
and Bishop (1992). Pohl (1946: 74) found the
maximum burrow density to lie just above midtide level “…in the quarter of the beach between
the half-way and three-fourths mark…” . Pryor
(1975) cited ghost shrimp burrow mouth densities of up to 450 burrows per square meter in
tidal pools and protected shores of the Mississippi Sound (although these probably belonged
to a small ghost shrimp such as Biffarius biformis). Eric Bishop surveyed and contoured the
distribution of Carolinian ghost shrimp burrow
mouths on beaches at Tybee Island, St. Catherines Island, and St. Simons Island, concluding
that maximum burrow mouth development
occurs on stable beaches just above mid-tide
level. Burrow density increases rapidly from 0
bpm2 (burrows/square meter) to a maximum
just above the mid-tide level, then decreases
slowly to low densities along the low water level. Bishop and Bishop (1992) found the highest
density of burrows follows the beach trend just
above mid-tide level, but changes with physical conditions introduced by revetments, beach
slope, steep sound channel walls, or presence
of relict marsh sediment under the beach surface. The density of burrows varies along the
beach, building into local density maxima, separated by minima, but burrows are always present except where excluded by sedimentological factors cited above. On disturbed beaches
(renourished beaches and ebb deltas) burrow

density generally decreases dramatically, the
distribution pattern broadens and becomes
more dispersed. Recent accretion (Bishop, personal observation), documented on the north
end of North Beach, St. Catherines Island, has
been observed that is so rapid as to exclude the
otherwise ubiquitous burrow zone of Callichirus major. On normal, open oceanic beaches
the burrow distribution occupies a continuous
narrow zone about 50 meters wide along the
beach from below low water level to just above
mid-tide level. When contoured and platted on
a true-scale map this pattern is very narrow and
string-like, hence it could be referred to as the
“burrow strand”.
The subtidal occurrence of the Carolinian and Georgian ghost shrimp have not been
investigated in this project because turbid water conditions prohibit easy subtidal sampling.
Reports from the literature (Dörjes, 1972: Frey
et al., 1978) indicate that the Carolinian ghost
shrimp occurs subtidally to a depth of a few
meters on the forebeach and on shallow shoals.
Monitoring of burrow mouth density on St.
Catherines and St. Simon’s Islands over a twoyear period has demonstrated the stability of
the density distribution patterns, something
that has subsequently been observed for the last
two decades on St. Catherines Island.
Burrows of the Georgian ghost shrimp
(Biffarius biformis) are much smaller, typically
ringed by muddy sand mixed with fecal pellets, and have smaller fecal pellets. Their depth
(based on success in extracting these animals
from shallow depths with a Yabby pump and observation in an aquarium) appears to be much
less than that of Callichirus major. Burrow density data from the north end of St. Catherines
Island indicate the density increases from 0
bpm2 just above mid-tide line to 483 bpm2 just
above the low tide line, with a lateral distribution of abundant Georgian ghost shrimp along
the shore for 700 meters in an elongate hill-like
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pattern. This pattern of distribution appears to
be much more dependent upon the presence
of mud in the substrate at mid-tide level than
upon any other physical parameter.
Burrow Morphology. The morphology
of the upper part of burrows of the Carolinian
ghost shrimp has been examined by trenching
at dead low tide. A square meter was laid off
on the beach and excavated using archeological-like technique. Each burrow opening was
mapped on the surface and its depth determined by probing. After excavation through
the 15-20 cm of active beach, mud-lined main
burrow shafts were encountered. Virtually every burrow examined has had a significant offset
at the bottom of the active beach at the juncture
of the burrow aperture and the main burrow
shaft. Trenching demonstrates that the number
of burrow mouth openings on the beach surface is the same as the number of burrow shafts
present beneath the surface. This technique allows direct comparison of active recent burrows
with ancient burrows. To illustrate this point,
Pleistocene burrows exposed at the Colleton
Plantation, on the Colleton River, South Carolina (Erickson and Sanders, 1991) were exposed
by scraping a horizontal surface to provide an
analogous comparison between Recent and
fossil burrows attributable to the Carolinian
ghost shrimp. The excellent exposures at Bell’s
and Reid’s Bluffs provide analogous vertical
cross-sections of burrows.

made regarding ghost shrimp in coastal Georgia:
1) The Carolinian ghost shrimp (Callichirus
major) is one of the most abundant and nearly
ubiquitous macroorganisms on sandy, oceanic
Georgia beaches
2) Burrows of the Carolinian ghost shrimp (C.
major) are distributed and reach their maximum density as a narrow band, termed the
“burrow strand”, parallel to the mid-tide line on
open ocean sand beaches
3) Protected, muddy, rippled sand substrates
at entrances of sounds are inhabited by abundant Georgia ghost shrimp (Biffarius biformis)
whose presence is indicated by very abundant,
small, active burrows.
4) The geographic distribution of the Carolinian ghost shrimp (C. major) and the Georgian
ghost shrimp (B. biformis) overlap spacially,
but are partitioned vertically.
5) Carolinian ghost shrimp burrows consist of a
small, unlined, vertical aperture, the mud-lined
nearly vertical main shaft with turn-around
chambers and possible side branches, and undescribed burrow mazes at depths of 3 -5 m.

6) The Carolinian ghost shrimp burrow is constructed by impressing fecal pellets into the unConclusions
consolidated sand, leading to a knobby exterior
The distributions of the burrows of the that would be preserved as a trace fossil known
Carolinian and Georgian ghost shrimp on St. as Ophiomorpha.
Catherines Island are characteristically parallel
to the strand-line. Their distributions are relat- 7) Burrows of the Recent ghost shrimp Callichied to the presence of available preferred sub- rus major and those found exposed along the St.
strate and marine exposure. The burrow strand Mary’s River at Reid’s and Bell’s Bluffs are simioccupies the area from mid-beach nearly to the lar in structure and association with sequences
low water line and is variable in burrow density of sedimentary structures leading to the conclualong strike. The following conclusions can be sion that they were both made by C. major in a
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nearshore environment.

(1992) in a descriptive ethogram of nesting loggerhead sea turtles in Florida, led to the use of
their ethogram in interpreting, or reading, nests
on St. Catherines Island. The ethogram (a sequence of behaviors exhibited during nesting)
includes nine discrete sequential behaviors.
Most obvious are large crawlways produced
by egress of mature female turtles from the sea
crawling across the beach to nest, and less obvious small scale crawlways made by hatchlings
as they emerge from the nest and scamper to
the sea, and the distinctive disrupted sediment
of the nest, or covering pit. Nests consist of superjacent disrupted layering having a bioturbated, broad, shallow depression overlying a small,
vertical-walled egg chamber. Egg chambers of
loggerhead turtles tend to be about 20 cm in diameter and about 25 cm deep. Erosional and
depositional events may modify the sediments
of the nests, making them easy to overlook or
misinterpret.

8) Not all Ophiomorpha are indicators of nearshore environments.
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Introduction
Modern sea turtles (Bjorndal, 1979)
spend virtually their entire life in the sea, except for the laying and development of eggs into
hatchlings. Sea turtles characteristically lay
their eggs in nests excavated into the backbeach
or sand dunes behind sandy beaches (Caldwell
et al., 1959; Figure 16). Nesting behavior is capable of leaving several sedimentological imprints
on the nearshore sedimentary record including
nesting crawlways, nest excavations that disrupt
“normal” sedimentary structures, and hatchling crawlways made as the hatchlings make
their way back to the sea. Sea turtles are known
to have existed for approximately the last 100
million years (Weems, 1988; Hirayama, 1998),
from the Early Cretaceous to Holocene. Marine
turtles are significantly modified to live an active nektonic life in the open ocean, including
a significant increase in body size, reduction of
carapace and plastron armoring, and modifica-

Nesting traces of the Loggerhead Sea
Turtle (Caretta caretta (Linnaeus)), St.
Catherines Island, Georgia: implications for the fossil record (original authors N. Brannen and G. Bishop)
Abstract
Although sea turtles have a lengthy geological record for the last 110 million years (Hirayama, 1998), extending at least into the Early
Cretaceous, traces of their nesting activities had
not been well documented in the literature in
1993. Studies of nesting of loggerhead sea turtles on St. Catherines Island, Georgia, demonstrated that several types of traces are made by
nesting recent sea turtles, and those were potentially represented by trace fossils in ancient
near-shore marine sedimentary rocks. These
traces, documented by Haliman and Elowson
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tion of appendages into oar-like flippers. While
graceful in the marine habitat, sea turtles are ill
adapted for terrestrial activities such as crawling and egg laying because their very size and
highly modified appendages are so inefficient
for moving on land. The paleontological record
of sea turtles is well represented by body fossils,
which are often more or less fragmentary. Modern sea turtles utilize sandy beaches in the tropical, subtropical and temperate regions for their
nesting. Evidence now indicates that individual
sea turtles may not nest every year, but when
they do nest, they commonly deposit multiple
clutches of eggs throughout the nesting season.
The specifics of nesting behavior vary from species to species, but are mostly similar in all sea
turtles. The annual nesting of sea turtles on sandy beaches provides ample opportunity for the
preservation of nesting crawlways, turtle nests,
and hatchling crawlways to be incorporated
into the stratigraphic record. Evidence of these
trace fossils made by sea turtles was lacking in
the literature (Brannen and Bishop, 1993).
The purpose of the original paper in 1993
was to briefly describe traces produced by sea
turtles during nesting activities, hoping that it
would provide a model for description of sea
turtle trace fossils from Mesozoic and Cenozoic
sedimentary rocks. This contribution was followed by a presentation at the Geological Society of America’s Rocky Mountain Section meeting in Rapid City, SD, to further inform western
geoscientists of what fossilized sea turtle nests
would look like. This was accomplished in
1997, when a suite of nesting structures were
discovered and described from the Cretaceous
Fox Hills Formation near Limon, in Elbert
County, Colorado (Bishop, et al., 2000; Bishop
and Pirkle, 2008; Bishop, et al., 2011).

confined to the following:
1) copulation in the sea
2) crawling from the ocean to a nesting
site
3) wandering on the beach to find the
best nesting site
4) construction of a body pit by wallow
ing down to damp sand
5) digging the egg chamber with rear
flippers
6) laying a clutch of ~ 113 eggs
7) backfilling
8) covering the egg chamber
9) crawling back to the sea.

Figure 16. A nesting loggerhead sea turtle on
St. Catherines Island, producing the traces of a
classic loggerhead nest.

	
  

In about 60 days the eggs hatch and hatchlings emerge (Caldwell et al., 1959). Traces of
these behaviors are thus of two general types:
1) trackways made as the female or hatchlings
cross the beach and 2) disruption of back-beach
or dune stratigraphy by digging and backfilling
of the nest. In spite of the low preservation potential within this environment, the long geologic history of sea turtles and the intensity
of annual nesting should result in preservable
traces in the fossil record.
Sea turtle nesting traces
The typical sea turtle nesting ethogram
Nesting by sea turtles involves a sequence involves selection of a nesting site, egress of the
of events that include, but are no necessarily turtle from the sea onto the beach, selection of
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a suitable nest site located at the back beach, the
digging of an egg chamber, covering of the nest,
and re-entry of the ocean (Haliman and Elowson, 1992). The nest is constructed by digging
a broad depression (the body pit) in the loose
surficial sand that allows the turtle to then dig
her nest into the underlying damp sand to a
proper depth to insure incubation. The depth
of the egg chamber is controlled by the length
of the turtle’s rear paddles, therefore the nest
depth is controlled by the length of rear paddles
and body pit depth (Carr, 1967).
Frey and Pemberton (1987) briefly described and figured a sea turtle crawlway made
during nesting and extensively illustrate the
sedimentary structures comprising the loggerhead nesting ethogram (Figure 17). Nesting sea
turtles emerge primarily at night, apparently to
escape desiccation and predation. They some-

how select a nesting beach, sometimes exhibiting great fidelity, then crawl across the exposed
beach to a nesting site which is typically on the
extreme back beach or on the seaward slope of
the first dune ridges. The crawlway is normally
a linear path of medial drag marks made by the
turtle’s plastron, bordered by lateral tracks made
by the flippers pushing backward against the
beach surface. Nesting sea turtles often crawl
onto the beach without completing a nest, producing a trace called a “non-nesting crawlway”.
Crawling activity may indicate an aborted nesting attempt or could be an attempt to distract
predators by laying lines of misinformation on
the beach. Nesting crawlways often indicate an
extended search by the female for a nest site as
she crawls about on the back part of the beach
before depositing her clutch. A second crawlway is constructed as the turtle returns to the
sea. Similar exit crawlways are made by emergent sea turtle hatchlings as they scamper en
masse from the nest site toward the sea. The extent of these crawlways is dictated by the width
of the beach, which in turn is controlled by the
height and stage of the tide at a given point.
Nesting and hatchling crawlways are extremely ephemeral traces, being nearly obliterated by
subsequent high tides. Hatchling crawlways
are similar to nesting crawlways, differing from
them by being much smaller and by being very
abundant, often so abundant that they cannot
be differentiated one from another.

Observations from St. Catherines Island,
Georgia
Monitoring nesting behavior of the loggerhead sea turtles nesting on the beaches of St.
Catherines Island, Georgia, between 1990 and
1993 allowed the authors to observe approx	
   imately 250 nests and 500 crawlways made by
Figure 17. A hypothetical map view and two
loggerhead sea turtles involved in nesting activcross sections depicting the general morpholo- ity. A description of these traces on St. Cathergy of a Georgia loggerhead sea turtle nest.
ines Island presents a matrix of recent sea turtle
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nesting traces that might lead to the description traces, especially those lying below the high tide
of similar fossil traces. We would point out that line that are easily obliterated or nearly obliterthe observations are still limited to a few nests ated by subsequent high tides.
laid by one species on one barrier island, and
ought to be interpreted using great caution and
should not be overextended in application to
the interpretation of nesting by all sea turtles,
fossil or living.

Figure 19. Sea Turtle Intern Katie Ortiz photographs the hatchling crawlways and emergence crater of Nest 11-114r in 2011, North
Beach, St. Catherines Island.

Figure 18. Crawlway of adult female loggerhead sea turtle, St. Catherines Island, Ga.

	
  

Crawlways of hatchlings (Figure 19) mirror the morphology of those of gravid females,
differing from them by being much smaller, by
generally being unidirectional, by occurring in
more or less large groups rather than as individual crawlways, and by originating from emergence craters. The crawlways are linear trails
or drags made by the plastron paralleled by two
pairs of “paddle prints” on either side of the plastron drag. The patterns made by the hatchlings
in their scamper for the sea are largely parallel,
but have overtones of a braided, anastomosing
pattern made as the hatchlings cross one another’s crawlways. When the number of hatchlings
gets large (perhaps above 20 or 30), the pattern
of individual crawls is obliterated by interweaving of the crawlways.
Nests Loggerhead “nests” (Figure 20)
typically consist of the entrance and exit crawlways which lead to and from the nest area itself,
which consists of the buried body pit and egg
chamber covered by the bioturbated sand of the
covering pit, usually an elliptical area about 2 by

	
  

Crawlways Crawlways of nesting females (Frey and Pemberton, 1987: 342, fig. 17)
consist of large, linear plastron drags paralleled
by rows of paddle prints made by the sea turtle’s
flippers as they push and pull the large animal
across the beach toward back-beach nesting
habitat (Figure 18). These traces are the size of
mature loggerhead turtles, approximately 60110 cm in width, extending from waters edge
at the time of ocean emergence onto the backbeach. Nesting crawlways are very ephemeral
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Figure 20. Modified and enhanced depiction of a classic loggerhead sea turtle nest (modified
after Bishop and Meyer, 2011, fig. 4.2).

	
  

3 meters in size (Figure 21).
The nest consists of the circular area of
disturbed or bioturbated sand with a swirled
appearance on the surface of the nest where the
turtle has rotated during her covering activity
after nesting. This area, underlain by the body
pit, is excavated by the turtle to about 20 cm prior to digging the egg chamber and subsequently
backfilled during covering. Its surface is typically swirled and of variable relief. The relief of
the nest surface is rapidly modified by wind and
rain until its presence is virtually undetectable
on the beach surface within hours or days.
Loggerhead nests have been excavated by
hand-trenching on St. Catherines Island (Figure 22). Using a flat shovel and trowel, a trench
is excavated in front of nests as the back face is
leveled into a vertical wall, and shaved back un-

til the egg chamber is encountered. The wall is
then shaved back to approximately the center of
the nest from both sides and carried into the egg
mass in an attempt to define the nest boundaries and enclosing stratigraphy. These trenches
expose approximately 50-80 cm of active beach
overlying older, inactive beach sediments. The
active beach is sand recently involved in active movement as indicated by well-defined
heavy-mineral lamination, discrete burrows,
and a loosely-packed texture. Beneath the
active beach zone the older beach sediment is
characterized by oxidation patinas on quartz
sand grains, giving the sediment a uniform
brownish color, ghost-like heavy-mineral laminations, diffuse, poorly-defined burrows, root
masses, and a more firmly-packed texture.
The active beach sediment often con26

	
  

Figure 21. Low angle view of a loggerhead sea
turtle nest showing entrance crawlway (left),
covering pit, and exit crawlway (right), North
Beach St. Catherines island, Ga.

Figure 22. A trenched nest (97-072) shows a
basal heavy mineral sand underlying the surface quartz sand (egg chamber backfilled with
white sand for emphasis).

	
  

sists of a thick, basal heavy-mineral layer that is
horizontally laminated, having sparse layers of
quartz sand, and it may be cut by quartz sandfilled ghost crab burrows. Overlying the basal
heavy-mineral layer normally is 20-40 cm of
quartz sand that might be horizontally interlaminated with sparse layers of heavy minerals.
The upper layer usually consists of approximately 10-30 cm of quartz sand interlaminated
with festoon crossbeds marked by laminations
of heavy minerals.
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A loggerhead nest is approximately 50
cm deep, reaching only a few centimeters into
the basal heavy-mineral bed or into the inactive sediments underlying the beach. The upper half of the nest is a broad nesting depression having diffuse, disjunct and gently-dipping
boundaries. Beneath the lower part of the nest
is a bulbous, cylindrical egg chamber about 1823 cm in maximum diameter, with near vertical
to undercut and sharply defined boundaries.
The eggs are deposited in the urn-shaped egg
chamber, usually restricted to the lower 20-30
centimeters of the egg chamber. Most of the egg
chamber is occupied by eggs prior to hatching
and subsequently collapses upon emergence of
hatchlings.
Typical nest morphology is interpreted
to consist of a nesting depression (the body pit)
dug by the turtle in loose surficial sand (upper
part having gentle, poorly defined sides) until
the female turtle reaches damp sand into which
she can dig an egg chamber (lower part having
vertical walls and egg mass) with her rear flippers. The nest is subsequently backfilled by the
female with homogenized surface and excavation sand, then further disrupted as the hatchlings worked their way upward through the
sand plug during their emergence. Both processes lead to vertical cylindrical sedimentary
structures approximately 20 cm in diameter and
20-30 cm high which dramatically cut across
back beach horizontally laminated sedimentary
structures and are characterized by being filled
with mottled (bioturbated) sand that stands in
stark contrast to the surrounding laminated
sands (Figure 23).
The sequencing of post-depositional erosional events is important in producing a suite of
final sedimentary structures by a nesting event.
A typical nest could be modified significantly
by erosion and/or could be truncated by beach
erosion. Deposits of interlaminated quartz and
heavy-mineral, wave-deposited sand could be

face of primary dunes, or just over the top of
backbeach berms or washovers, all within a few
meters of the backshore boundary.
After about 160 days, the eggs hatch and
the hatchlings stope their way to the surface, exiting during the night when the surface sand is
cool (and the predators can’t see as well). After
rains, the surface sand may become more cohesive, and an air chamber may form above the
hatchlings as they mine their way to the surface.
This is called an air-dammed, or stoped nest,
	
   and can result in hatchlings either not emerging
Figure 23. An egg chamber discontinuity is
or being drowned in the egg chamber during
formed by the egg chamber cutting across the
subsequent rain events (Figure 25).
laminated backbeach facies on St. Catherines
Island, Ga.
Conclusions
deposited across the body pit or the egg chamber or it could be covered by advancing dunes,
giving rise to the possible preservation of more
or less complete back beach sequences
(Figure 24). These scenarios could lead to very
small sedimentary structures that might be easily overlooked or misinterpreted in sedimentary rocks.
Nearly all nests deposited in a given year
are located along the backshore either at the
base of spring tide-storm scarps, on the front

Figure 24. Even the lightest winds along the
beach can blow sand over a nest and obscure it
from predators and conservationists, Nest 11025, St. Catherines Island, Ga.

The nesting behavior of loggerhead sea
turtles produces discrete traces that consist
of adult crawlways, hatchling crawlways, and
“nests.” These sedimentary structures ought to
have the same stratigraphic range as body fossils
of sea turtles. The former absence of cited sea
turtle nesting trace fossils indicates they have a
low preservation potential or, more likely, that
they are currently unrecognized by many geologists. Discovery of the Colorado Cretaceous
nesting suite in 1996-97 is proof of the concept
that these traces will be preserved in the fossil
record (Figure 26). However, the total spec-
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Figure 25. An air-dammed, or stoped nest
(07-042) was trenched to investigate the formation of an air chamber above the hatchlings.

trum of nesting structures remains undescribed
(lacking hatchling emergence craters and crawlways) and may not be typified by structures described in this paper. Especially pertinent to
	
  
future study
are beaches which have intensive
nesting (such as the Kemp’s Ridley arribadas of

Rancho Nuevo) with so many nests deposited
at a time as to produce intersecting nests, which
could produce a disrupted layer along the backbeach for several kilometers.
The following conclusions have been drawn:

Figure 26. Comparison of ancient Cretaceous sea turtle nesting traces from the Fox Hills Formation of Colorado with modern analogs from St. Catherines Island, Ga.; (a-b) vertical view of
crawlways. (c-d), body and covering pit, (e-f) egg chamber, and (g-h) egg molds and eggs in egg
chamber (modified after Bishop, Pirkle, Meyer, and Pirkle, 2011, fig. 13.9).
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Program for Mathematics and Science Education, and the Georgia Department of Natural Resources. Special thanks are extended to
Royce Hayes and the staff of St. Catherines Island for their support and assistance in facilitating this research. Special mention is extended
to the memory of Dr. Robert W. Frey who encouraged this effort.

1) Nesting sea turtles leave a suite of distinctive
traces on the beaches used for nesting consisting of ephemeral crawlways and more permanent nesting structures.

2) Nesting females leave large crawlways on
the beach as they unsuccessfully (non-nesting
crawlways) or successfully nest on the back
beach.
Deterioration of sea turtle nesting hab-

itat during the Modern Transgression,
St. Catherines a sentinel island: what the
present and past tell about the future.
(new text by G.A. Bishop, B.K. Meyer,
R.K. Vance, F.J. Rich, F.L. Pirkle and M.
Samiratedu)

3) Sea turtle nests consist of a body pit which
forms a broad depression in the drier sand and
a narrow, vertical-walled, cylindrical egg chamber dug into the underlying damp sand of the
backbeach facies.
4) Sea turtle nests form discordant sedimentary structures which are characterized by a homogenized, bioturbated texture cutting across
and downward into back beach structures characteristic of near-shore dunes and back-beach
sediments.

The current rise in sea level at 2.9 mm
per year is driving a marine transgression being
documented on St. Catherines Island as beaches
retreat at an average of 3.0 m per year. Low-lying
habitats are being overwashed by washover fans
and “washin” fans, and high habitats are being
rapidly lost to scarping and retreat of bluffs and
dunes. St. Catherines beaches are fragmenting
(from four a decade ago to seven now), coastal
swale ponds (e.g., Flag Pond and Beach Pond)
have been breached by the Atlantic Ocean and
are filling with flood delta sand, and formerly
large ebb deltas (St. Catherines Bar, Seaside Ebb
Delta, and McQueen Ebb Delta) are being reworked and their sand transported southward
along the coast as erosional effects are now
active on 88% of St. Catherines Island’s beach
front. This leaves behind dramatic tree “boneyards” and relict marsh mud deposits along the
beaches. Only one small accretional area remains on St. Catherines Island, the north end
of North Beach from Yellow Banks Bluff to St.
Catherines Sound. This area apparently receives
sand stored in St. Catherines Ebb Delta and derived from further north along the southward

5) Sea turtle nests may be preserved intact or
attenuated by erosion into very small structures.
6) Sea turtle hatchlings leave unidirectional,
small scale, subparallel crawlways on the beach
when they scamper for the sea.
7) Crawlways would be difficult to recognize in
vertical exposures while nesting cavities should
be easily recognizable.
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transport path of sand derived from the highly destructive Savannah River Delta (including
Tybee, Little Tybee, Wassaw, and Ossabaw Islands).
These erosional conditions on St. Catherines Island result in the deterioration of sea
turtle nesting habitat used by loggerhead sea
turtles (Caretta caretta, Linneaus, 1758), a deterioration being documented by direct measurement of shorelines surveyed from a system
of shoreline stakes (Potter, 2011). Documentation consists of annual measurements of
shorelines from maps, aerial photographs and
precision GPS determinations (Meyer, 2013),
and by observing deteriorating sea turtle nesting habitat as determined by an annual Rapid
Habitat Survey (Figure 27; Bishop and Meyer,
2011). Additionally, sea turtle nesting data are
kept on an annual basis. Appendix A illustrates
the changes in beach conditions.
In 2014 portions of the Georgia Coast were, under Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife Service Rule 50 CFR Part 17 (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 2014), designated as a landscape characterized as “Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Designation of Crit-

ical Habitat for the Northwest Atlantic Ocean
Distinct Population Segment of the Loggerhead
Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta) as critical habitat to
maintain the Northern Sub-population of loggerhead sea turtles”.
The current status of St. Catherines
in what is known as The Modern Geological
Transgression was summarized for a SWOT
Report (Meyer et al., 2014 a and b). “Are we
SUCCEEDING? How Trends in Turtle Conservation are Shaping the Future,” documented
the deterioration of sea turtle nesting habitat on
St. Catherines Island, Georgia, and elevated St.
Catherines to the status of a “Sentinel Island,”
with regard to coastal effects of The Modern
Transgression; much of the work was documented by Meyer (2013), who also documented historical shorelines (Figure 28). The current
rates of erosion along the shoreline of St. Catherines Island are shown in Figure 29. Three

	
  
	
   Figure 28. Historical positions of shorelines at
South Beach Entrance as recorded by a series
Figure 27. A Rapid Habitat Survey is run annually to quantify the likelihood of hatching a of georegistered historical navigational charts,
clutch of sea turtle eggs along the beaches of St. topographic maps, and aerial photographs (B.
K. Meyer, 2014).
Catherines Island (Bishop and Meyer, 2011).
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Figure 29. Histogram of erosional rates along the shoreline of St. Catherines Island (after Bishop
and Meyer, 2011, fig. 14.11 with permission of the American Museum of Natural History).
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Figure 30. Results from the shoreline projections for 25, 50 and 100 year intervals for Middle
Beach, McQueen Hammock, McQueen Dune Field and the northern portion of South Beach.
The results show continued shoreline retreat along Middle Beach with significant loss of tidal marsh, shoreline capture of McQueen Hammock and McQueen Dune Field, and continued
shoreline retreat along the northern portion of South Beach. Inlet dynamics include a slight shift
of McQueen Inlet to the north and a potential new inlet may be formed by the shoreline capture
of Cracker Tom Creek. Aerial image from USDA NAIP, 2007.
pages of that report are reproduced here with
permission of the Oceanic Society (Appendix
A)
As sea level continues its interminable
rise during The Modern Transgression, now
apparently at an ever accelerating rate, we expect to see more rapid deterioration of sea turtle
nesting habitat on St. Catherines Island, and its
sequential spread island by island to adjacent islands in the Golden Isles of Georgia. Other barrier island systems along the southeastern coast
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of the US, and in other barrier island systems
worldwide will be similarly affected. Current
response to deteriorating habitat on St. Catherines Island has been increasing relocation of
at-risk and doomed loggerhead sea turtle nests,
now permitted at 80% of the nest population by
the Georgia Department of Natural Resources on St. Catherines Island. Application of the
USGS DaSS Model to St. Catherines Island by
Meyer (personal communication 2014) has
been used in future planning for the Georgia

Southern University Sea Turtle Program on the
island. This effort projects shoreline positions
at 25, 50, and 100 years into the future (Figure
30), producing a map upon which we are predicating our management responses under the
2013 SCI Management Plan.

Royce Hayes and the staff of St. Catherines Island for their support and assistance in facilitating this, and other research on St. Catherines
Island.

The back dune ridge complex at the
Dungeness Dune Crossing (original author S. Cofer-Shabica)

Conclusions
Driven by The Modern Transgression,
current sea level is rising on a worldwide baLandward of the beach are a series of
sis resulting in rapid deterioration of sea turtle
low dunes that comprise the fore-dune zone.
nesting habitat.
Continuing westward, one enters an inter-dune
meadow consisting initially of a marsh-shrub
1) Response to this deterioration has been an
complex and then a higher and dryer swale. This
increasing necessity to relocate sea turtle nests
area faces Cumberland Island’s back-dune ridge
to better habitat on St. Catherines Island (i.e.
that extends, unbroken, from the south end of
into nurturies) still being utilized by nesting
the island northward for over 24 km. Except
loggerheads and still capable of sustaining a
for one 3 km section in the Lake Whitney area
reasonable hatch rate of sea turtle eggs.
where the active beach fronts the back-dune
ridge, a fore-dune complex and an inter-dune
2) As sea level continues to rise these condimeadow separate the back-dune ridge from the
tions will deteriorate further and spread up and
beach. This landform is composed of cross-beddown the Georgia barrier islands, necessitating
ded, fine-grained quartz sand with dark heavy
rapid response under flexible rules for relocaminerals. The dunes are formed from the pretion of increasing numbers of sea turtle nests in
vailing easterly winds and, thus, migrate in a
response to local conditions on each island.
westward direction (McLemore et al., 1981).
The back-dune ridge at the Dungeness
3) Effective, flexible management of the infraDune Crossing is the current topic of discusstructures near coastal systems will also become
sion. Anecdotal evidence suggests that, at one
an increasing necessity as the coastal areas are
time, as late as the 1960s, this ridge was over 60
attacked and possibly overrun by rising sea levfeet high (Smith, 1983) in this area. During a
el.
research trip to Cumberland Island in August
1978, the elevation of the crest of the dune ridge
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Figure 31. The large dune at Dungeness Dune Crossing, as seen from Beach Creek Marsh, October 1987. Photo by F.L. Pirkle.
m above Beach Field ground level (Cofer-Shabica and Zoodsma, unpublished). The Beach
Field dune toe of the Dungeness dune ridge
was leveled on 8 October, 1993 from a USGS/
NPS well site (near the historic Dairy Manager’s
quarters) and was found to be +4.86 m NGVD29 (Cofer-Shabica and Fries, unpublished). If
one assumes that the elevation of the field west
of the dune ridge has not changed greatly since
1978, that would put the high point of the dune
ridge at + 12.8 m (42.2 ft) NGVD-29 in 1978.
An image of the dune as photographed in 1989,
and as seen from the salt marsh lying to its west
appears in Figure 31.
Between August 1978 and September
1993, the crest of the dune ridge decreased
from 7.91 m to 3.86 m. Thus, a total reduction
of 4.05 m occurred over 15 years, or 0.27 m of
erosion per year. If one extends the data back to
1965 (the “1960”s” of Smith, 1983) it is possible
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that the crest of the dune was 16.3 m (53.8 ft)
NGVD-29.
Remnants of this dune are visible today,
but appear as a sand carpet at the Dungeness
Beach Crossing (F. Rich, personal communication, 2014). The developing mat of sand can
be seen in Figure 32, a photograph taken in
1989 that shows the dead remains of trees that
had been buried by the advancing dune long
ago. Figure 33 shows several tree trunks and
branches that were exhumed as the dune gradually diminished in volume. One such tree was
radiocarbon dated at 270± 50 YBP so, clearly,
dune migration had been underway for a very
long time. Using your imagination, as you walk
across the island to the ocean beach, visualize
what it would have been like walking up a 16
m dune with a sharp escarpment, versus your
current trip across what amounts to a sand flat.
What has occurred in the back dune

Figure 32. Trees being uncovered as the large dune migrates landward (westward), February,
1989. Photo by F.L. Pirkle.
dynamics of the area have altered. The influence of vegetation on dune migration is evident
here at Beach Crossing, and it is clear that “a lot”
of sand is still in the system and that the dune
had been migrating into Beach Field at a rate of
1.2 to 1.9 m per year. The resulting landform
that we see at the Dungeness Dune Crossing is
a function of, among others, the sand supply,
physical forces (wind, waves, and rain) and the
vegetation over which a dune was migrating.
The landform is not static and its morphology
and rate of migration are ever changing. Comparing Figures 5 and 34 , the movement of sand
from the beach toward Dungeness can be seen
as an ongoing process. Figure 34 also shows the
extensive maritime forest that exists between
the ocean and Dungeness but, more importantly, it shows the development of an extensive and
thick vegetated swale that was not evident in the
early 1990s (Figure 5). These two features, the
dense maritime forest and the vegetated swale

ridge complex that has resulted in a documented reduction in elevation of almost 17 m over an
interval of 50 years? Where has the sand gone?
Simply stated, erosion will occur when the sand
supply to an area is less that the sand being removed from the area. It is clear that the sand
supply to the back dune complex at Dungeness
Dune Crossing has changed. There is obviously
a deficit, resulting in a decrease in the height of
the dune crest as the sand is reworked by the
wind, rain, and storms. The reduction in sand
supply may be related to the maturation of the
interdune meadow and the fore dune complexes eastward of the ridge (Figures 5 and 34). This
may have resulted in more sand being trapped
in the fore-dune and interdune areas as sand is
transported east to west from the beach. It is
clear that there is sufficient sand supply to the
beach (the beach is accreting) so system sand
starvation is not a factor here. Or, as we shall
see, the sand supply has not changed, only the
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Figure 33. Trunks of trees uncovered as the sand ridge shown in Figure 31 moved further west.
A radiocarbon date shows that one of the trees is 270±50 years old.
composed of a fine- to medium-grained, argillaceous sand substrate (McLemore et al., 1981).
Like other Georgia coastal marshes, Beach
Creek is built on sands and muds reworked from
Pleistocene coastal outcrops, including those
from the core of Cumberland Island (Howard
and Frey, 1985), and Holocene beach and dune
sands. These features are a rich source of sediments that have been largely retained within individual barrier/sound/shoal complexes
(BSSC), rather than being exported offshore
or downcoast (DePratter and Howard, 1977).
The St. Marys and Satilla Rivers carry very little sediment to the coast, and localized zones of
land-building and land loss occur throughout
the Cumberland BSSC (Griffin, 1982; Griffin
and Henry, 1983). The total areas of marsh and
mudflat within this system have, at least until
recently, remained relatively constant throughout historical time, despite eustatic sea level rise
(Granant, 1990; Letzsch and Frey, 1980). Cum-

are largely responsible for the entrapment of
sand from the ocean beach to the Dungeness
Crossing, thus starving the Beach Field dune
system of sand and resulting in the loss of the
Dungeness Dune so evident in the 1980s and
1990s. It is suspected that this sand may have
been feeding the extensive dune migration into
the northeastern corner of the Beach Creek
marsh system (Figure 35).

Beach Creek salt marsh (original author
S. Cofer-Shabica)
The Beach Creek salt marsh consists of
both high and low marsh habitats. The low
marshes, characterized by the marsh grass Spartina alternaflora, are topographically lower and
commonly have a clay and silt substrate. As the
name implies, high marshes are topographically
higher, characterized by the marsh grass Spartina patens and the black rush Juncus sp., and are
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Figure 34. Dungeness Dune Crossing and extensive maritime forest in an interdunal swale.

berland Island National Seashore encompasses
10,211 ha, of which 3,440 ha or 33.2% is salt
marsh (Cofer-Shabica, unpublished). The stability of this region reflects a balance between
sediment supply and demand within the BSSC
system that has been described by Brunn (1978)
as one of “dynamic equilibrium”. An accreting
marsh will generate underlying layers of material suitable for peat formation. Such peat deposits are visible along creek meanders in the
Beach Creek Area. Studies conducted since
1989 suggest that Beach Creek marshes are accreting on the order of 1-4 mm per year (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1993).

lennium BC. The Timucuans on Cumberland
Island were the Tacatacoru tribe. Their main
village was located in the vicinity of Dungeness
dock.

Cultural History of Cumberland Island
(original author C. Fries)
Aboriginal occupation (2000 BC – 1562 AD)
Timucuans, part of the Muskhogean linguistic group, were probably the first settlers of
Cumberland Island. Archaeological excavations
show that pottery-making aboriginal people
inhabited the island as early as the second mil38

European arrivals (1562-1733)
French explorers discovered Cumberland
Island in 1562 and planned to return to build
a fort. However, the Spanish arrived in 1564
and claimed it for King Philip II of Spain. The
Tacatacoru had been friendly with the French,
but were distinctly unfriendly toward the missionary efforts of Jesuits led by Father Pedro
Martinez. They killed him, three other Jesuits
and eleven Spanish soldiers on Cumberland Island in September, 1566. Jesuits were replaced
by Franciscans in 1574. Franciscan influence
reached its height in 1650. Two reasons for its
subsequent decline were preeminent: coastal Indians sickened and died by the thousands
from the “pestilence” (smallpox), and Yamassee
Indians, displaced by English settlers to the
north, pushed the less aggressive and weakened
Timucuans further south and inland. By 1700
there were no Timucuans or Spanish on the island.

Figure 35. Northeast corner of Beach Creek (far left) and Dungeness Dune Crossing.
English occupation (1733-1776)
While Frederica and its fort (St. Simons) were nearing completion, James Edward
Oglethorpe, founder of Georgia, set off to see
“where His Majesty’s dominions and the Spaniards join.” He was accompanied by 40 Yamacraw Indians, including the chief, Tomochichi,
and his nephew, Toonahowie. In 1736, they
landed on an island that the Indians knew as
Missoe or Wissoe (sassafras or beautiful, respectively), and that the Spanish knew as San Pedro.
It was Toonahowie that asked that the island be
named Cumberland in honor of his friend William Augustus, Duke of Cumberland. Oglethorpe ordered the construction of two forts – Fort
St. Andrews on the north end and Fort Prince
William on the south end. In 1742, these forts
played an important role in helping the English
defeat the Spanish at Frederica during the War
of Jenkins Ear.
With the cession of Florida by Spain to
England in 1763, the English Board of Trade
began to pass on applications for land grants in
Georgia and Florida. Nearly all of Cumberland
was granted to some nine individuals. Due to
the threat of war, pirates, and hostile Indians,

	
  

the wealthy land owners did not live on the island. During the American Revolution, 4000
British soldiers camped on Cumberland, and
used it as a staging and supply area for their attack on Savannah.
Plantation era (1786-1880)
General Nathaniel Greene received a
plantation near Savannah from the State of
Georgia for his services during the American
Revolution. He then purchased land on Cumberland Island for the purpose of harvesting the
live oak trees for ship-building. He died from
sunstroke in Savannah in 1786. Ten years later,
his widow, Caty, married Phineous Miller and
moved to Cumberland where she built a four
story tabby mansion named “Dungeness”. “Liveoaking” and growing sea island cotton were
the main commercial ventures. Other crops
included oranges, lemons, pomegranates, figs,
olives, corn, and sweet potatoes.
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Establishment of private estates (1880-1916)
When the Civil War ended, Cumberland
Island’s plantation economy was in shambles,
and the fields and mansions in ruins. Thomas

	
  

Figure 36. Ruins of Dungeness, the Carnegie mansion near the south end of Cumberland Island.
Carnegie (brother and partner of Andrew Carnegie) acquired Dungeness and presented it to
his wife, Lucy, in 1881. They built a new Dungeness which was to become a winter home. After
Thomas’ death in 1886, it became the primary
residence of Lucy and her nine children (Figure
36).
Before her death in 1916, Mrs. Carnegie
established a trust to maintain her 16,000 acres
on Cumberland Island as a home for her children.

substitutes for rubber. It was a commercial failure.
Between 1955 and 1957 various mining
companies became interested in strip and hydraulic mining for titanium and ilmenite, found
in the sands of the sea islands. The extraction of
this natural resource would have ensured retention of the land by the Carnegie heirs but would
have changed radically the topography, floral
and faunal habitats, and future suitability of
Cumberland as a private retreat. The high bidder was Glidden Company of Cleveland, who
planned to employ 100 persons, build a 150acre village, and erect 70 residences. Expected
annual production was 100,000 tons of ilmenite
and leucoxene concentrates, 10,000 tons of rutile, and 15,000 tons of zircon.
The offer to lease was refused, as the result of litigation brought by one Carnegie heir.
The Superior court determined that acceptance
of the 20-year lease was in violation of the Trust
established by Mrs. Carnegie that Cumberland
was to be maintained as a home for her children
until the last one had died. The trust came to
an end in 1962 when the “last surviving child”

Private and public ownership (1916-present)
The synergistic effects of the Great Depression, the migration of the labor force to
industries developing in Florida, and a cumbersome trust arrangement induced severe
problems in the management of Cumberland
by the Carnegie heirs. They began to seek a
product that could make the island financially self-sufficient. T. Morrison Carnegie experimented with growing tung trees. Tung nuts
would produce tung oil for waterproof paints,
varnishes and cloth compounds for insulating
motor dynamos and cables, and serve as other
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died. The estate was divided among the Carnegie heirs, some of whom decided to sell their
land. One developer, Charles Frazier, bought
2,000 acres and planned to build a resort comparable to his Sea Pines development at Hilton
Head [editor’s note: see McPhee (1971) for an
account of this.]. Other Carnegie heirs began to
consider sale of their land to the National Park
Foundation. To start the ball rolling, the heirs
that owned Plum Orchard mansion donated the
mansion, 13 acres, and $50,000 to the Foundation. The Foundation acquired approximately
90 percent of the island. In 1972, Cumberland
Island National Seashore became an official part
of the National Parks System of the U.S. Department of the Interior.

River Trail shoreline recession
nal author S. Cofer-Shabica)

The western shore of Cumberland Island
National Seashore is characterized by extensive
salt marsh habitat. Like the ocean shore, the
estuarine shore has remained relatively constant with respect to elevation above sea level
rise (Granant, 1990; Letzsch and Frey, 1980). In
several areas experiencing recession, the marsh
has eroded back to the island core. The presence of two archeological sites along the estuarine shoreline of Cumberland Island in the vicinity of Sea Camp provides an opportunity to
evaluate shoreline change over a six year period.
Between Sea Camp and Dungeness Docks is an
eroding shoreline where Holocene sand deposits and forest habitat are eroding and exposing
underlying peat and mudflat deposits (Figure
37). In October 1987, in an effort to determine
(origi- how threatened the archeological sites were
along the river, permanent reference markers
were installed by a team from the Southeast
Archeological Center of the National Park Ser-

Figure 37. Marsh mud and oysters exposed along the River Trail on the western margin of
Cumberland Island, adjacent to the Cumberland River.
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vice (Brewer, personal communication). Profile
surveys of the bluff and beach were carried out
at that time. In June of 1993, with the assistance
of an Earth Watch research team, profiles with a
K&E transit were run at both sites. The results
of these two surveys show that the shoreline
(measured at the toe of the escarpment) retreated 9.2 m over the period of record for an average
loss of 1.6 m per year. At station 1, located near
Dungeness Dock, 7.9 m of erosion occurred (1.4 m/yr). A combination of factors is related
to the observed trend here. This shoreline is
exposed to severe weather from the northwest
and southwest, over relatively long fetches. As
a result, storm waves attack the bluff directly
during periods of high tide. Even at low tide,
run-up and erosion of the bluff and underlying
peat outcrops occur. Acting in a similar manner
to a seawall, the peat probably offers some degree of protection from scour and direct impact
because of its consolidated nature. Boat wakes
are also a factor; especially large displacement
hulls and, again, at high tide.
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An aerial view of the coastline of St. Catherines Island,
Georgia, where sea level rise is already impacting
turtle nesting. The area shown here is experiencing
shoreline retreat of greater than three meters per year.
© BRIAN K. MEYER

FIGURE: A satellite image of St. Catherines Island
with areas of erosion and accretion labeled in color,
and arrows indicating locations of newly formed inlets.
© SCISTP, 2014

n St. Catherines Island, Georgia
(U.S.A.), we—three geologists involved in sea turtle conservation—have been
documenting the deterioration of sea turtle
nesting habitat caused by sea-level rise since
1998. The geographic position of this barrier
island and its limited sand supply have resulted
in rapid erosion of back-beach nesting habitat
at an average rate of 3 meters per year. As a
result, adequate nesting habitat has declined
from 25 percent to 12 percent of the total
beach within a decade. Additional impacts
from sea-level rise include fragmentation
of three beaches into eight discrete beaches
from 1990 to 2014, the formation of washover fans and wash-in fans of beach sand over
back-beach marsh meadows and into the
maritime forest, the formation of nearly
continuous tree “boneyards” or scarps, and the
exposure of relict marsh mud along nearly the
entire beachfront.
The extreme shoreline changes on St.
Catherines Island produce difficult conditions
for nesting loggerhead sea turtles and challenge conservation efforts; however, these
conditions also create an opportunity to
develop, evaluate, and optimize conservation
methods on this sentinel island. These
erosional effects are expected to intensify as
the rise of sea level accelerates, leading to
further deterioration of loggerhead nesting
habitat on St. Catherines Island.
As erosion continues and nesting habitat
continues to diminish, we may see the turtles
begin to shift their nesting patterns in response.
So far, such adaptations have not been
observed. We do know that the loggerhead
population here and throughout the southeastern United States has already experienced
significant decline as a result of human actions,
which could impede the turtles’ ability to
adapt. We have therefore decided to take a
proactive approach to give the turtles their best
chance at surviving and adapting to change.
Because Georgia has a large tidal range,
many, if not most, turtles that nest during
neap tides deposit clutches too low on the
beach. Spring tides and storms can cause
successive inundation of these “low nests,”
which has been shown to reduce hatching
success by as much as 77 percent. Our response
has been to relocate a large portion of at-risk or
“doomed” loggerhead nests.
Relocated nests are moved into “nurturies”
on areas of the beach that are better suited to
hatching clutches of eggs and are still being
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used by the loggerheads as natural nesting
habitat. The original sites of relocated nests are
staked, labeled, and monitored through the
summer. We note whether they are washed out,
as well as the number of times they are overwashed, and use this information to evaluate
our relocation decisions. We have also used
thermologger data to determine that our relocation of nests does not bias gender ratios, and
we have actively managed predators to protect
nests within the nurturies from predation.
We believe that such proactive measures
are necessary until population levels reach the
targeted management benchmark of 2,800
nests per year in Georgia set by the National
Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. The St. Catherines Island Sea
Turtle Program will continue to monitor and
evaluate the efficacy of our relocation efforts.
We present the program as one possible model
for sea turtle conservation by addressing
nesting habitat threatened by the modern
transgression. 
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